First we looked at the different advantages and disadvantages of studying both part time and full time.

Part time-
   There may be more women seeing as women are “an expendable work force”, more women because availability is low.

Full time-
   May include more jobs, some jobs may be full time only, this occupation is their livelihood therefore is segregation is found it would play more of an issue

Therefore we decided to look at both full time and part time.

Then we looked at the different variables that could play a role in segregation. Variables we would want to look at:
   Full time/part time status
   Sex
   Job title
   Job duties/description/salary or pay grade (to look at the status of the job).
   The department
   Educational attainment
   Number of years working at the job
   Experience/age

   Within the variables we related many including job duties and part/full time position to Kurt’s talk about Human capitalist view of labor.

We took a look at the FACTBOOK from the university. We looked at job families and how they are broken down. But the FACTBOOK does not provide sex breakdown past that of job families, which is what we need. So the bottom line is that we cannot use HR records. Dammit!

So we were sent off to think of new ideas!:)